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The Algebra of Jets
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0. Introduction

0.1. LetA be a not necessarily commutative algebra over a commutative ring
k, and letd:A → M be a derivation into anA-A-module. In this article we
construct noncommutativek-algebrasJ 0 = A, J 1, . . . , depending ond, that are
A-A-modules, with natural inclusionsM → J n for n ≥ 1 and with naturalk-
algebra homomorphismsr n: J n→ J n−1. The algebrasJ n fit into exact sequences

M⊗An
in−→J n r n−→J n−1→ 0, wherein is induced by the multiplication onJ n; the

sequence is short exact whenM is flat overA.
WhenM is free we show thatJ n has a second natural structure as an alge-

bra under a multiplication, theshuffleproduct. DenoteJ n with this product
by J nshuff. We show thatJ nshuff has a subalgebraJ nsym of symmetric elements, de-
pending on the choice of basis ofM, and we have natural exact sequences 0→
(M⊗An)Sn

in−→J nsym
r n−→J n−1

sym → 0.
WhenA is commutative we show thatJ n always has a shuffle product, which

coincides with the aforementioned product whenM is free. In the commutative
case we define, for everyk-linear mapϕ:M →∧2

M such thatϕd = 0, a subal-
gebraJ nϕ of J nshuff; we also give natural conditions forJ nϕ to be equal toJ nsym when
M is a freeA-module.

Finally, we show that the theory globalizes.

0.2. LetX be a Riemann surface. For each integern ≥ 0 there is a natural lo-
cally freeOX-moduleJ n

X of rankn+1, called thebundle ofn-jets,with a natural
C-linear map

δ : OX → J n
X .

The bundle, with the mapδ, is characterized by the following property: Associ-
ated with each parameterx on an open subsetU ofX is anOU -basisε0, ε1, . . . , εn
of J n

X

∣∣
U
, in terms of whichδ

∣∣
U

is given by theTaylor expansion,

δ(f ) = fε0 + (df/dx)ε1+ · · · + (d nf/dx n)εn. (0.2.1)

More classically, the coefficients are taken with denominators(1/i!)(d if/dxi).
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The jet bundleJ n
X may be constructed by gluing local pieces as follows. Lety

be a second parameter onU. Clearly, then, forf ∈OX(U) there is an equation

(f, df/dy, . . . , d nf/dy n) = (f, df/dx, . . . , d nf/dx n)T (x, y)
with a matrixT(x, y)whose coefficients are polynomials in the derivativesd ix/dyi

for i = 1, . . . , n. It is easily verified that the matricesT(x, y) satisfy the cocy-
cle conditions:T(x, x) = 1 and, ifz is a third parameter onU, thenT(x, z) =
T(x, y)T (y, z). These properties suffice to defineJ n

X and the mapδ, first locally
on trivial open subsets and then globally by gluing the local pieces.

It is easy to see that the jet bundlesJ n
X come with a sequence of surjections,

· · · → J n+1
X → J n

X → · · · → J 1
X → J 0

X = OX.
Forn = 1, we have the decomposition

J 1
X = OX ⊕�1

X, δ(f ) = f + df,
where�1

X is module of differentials andd is the global differential,

d : OX → �1
X. (0.2.2)

The construction is well known and is easily generalized to other types of
manifolds.

There are several other constructions of jets—for example, the principal parts
P n
X defined for any scheme or any analytic spaceX. In analytic geometry it is

more usual to start with the module ofnth-order differential operators,Diff nX, re-
lated to the principal parts byDiff nX = Hom(P nX,OX), and define jets to be the
moduleHom(Diff nX,OX). WhenX is smooth, the two definitions coincide.

0.3. It is a fundamental observation, made by Gatto [G1], that the construction
of jets depends only on the derivationd of (0.2.2) in the following sense. LetX
be any variety, and let

d : OX →M (0.3.1)

be any derivation into an invertibleOX-moduleM. Then there is an analogous
construction leading to a globally defined locally free rank-(n+1)moduleJ n =
J n
M,d and aC-linear map

δ : OX → J n
M,d .

To constructδ we associate with each basisε for M
∣∣
U

over an open setU the
derivationDε : OU → OU defined by the equation

df = (Dεf )ε.

DefineJ n
M,d

∣∣
U

as the freeOU -module on a basis(ε0, . . . , εn) and δ : OU →
J n
M,d

∣∣
U

by the expansion, analogous to (0.2.1),

δ(f ) = fε0 + (Dεf )ε1+ · · · + (Dn
εf )εn. (0.3.2)

Let η be a second basis forM
∣∣
U
, sayε = uη for a unitu of OX(U). Then there

is an equation
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(f,Dηf, . . . , D
n
ηf ) = (f,Dεf, . . . , D

n
ε f )T (ε, η)

with a matrixT(ε, η) whose coefficients are polynomials in the derivativesDi
ε(u)

for i = 0, . . . , n−1. Again the cocyle conditions are verified, and the bundleJ n
M,d

together withδ is obtained by gluing the local pieces.

0.4. The theory presented in Section 0.1, when applied to the case whenX is a
scheme andd:OX →M is a derivation into an arbitraryOX-module, will give an
intrinsic definition of the modulesJ n = J n

M,d . A technical advantage of the ap-
proach (as compared to the constructions sketched in Sections 0.2 and 0.3) is that
the intrinsic definition avoids the tedious verification of the cocycle relations. Our
main construction in Section 1.6 is conceptual and simple, and it allows natural
proofs of the properties of the sheavesJ n. However, the most important feature
of the intrinsic definition is that it throws additional light on the properties ofJ n.

For instance, it becomes clear that:

(1) J n is, in a natural way, a noncommutative algebra over the ground field;
(2) J n containsOX as a subalgebra;
(3) the mapδ : OX → J n is a map of algebras;
(4) there is a natural imbeddingM→ J n, and whenM is locally free then the
OX-modulesJ n are free. IfM is invertible with basisε over an open setU,
then the base elementsεi considered in (0.3.2) are the powersεi . In particu-
lar, in (0.2.1) we have thatεi = (dx)i .

Let us emphasize that the algebraJ n is necessarily noncommutative: in a com-
mutative algebra, the equation (0.3.2), withεi = εi andδ(fg) = δ(f )δ(g),would
contradict the Leibniz rule for the higher derivatives of a product.

0.5. The construction of jet bundles from a derivation (0.3.1) arose in the study
of Weierstrass points for families of curves. In earlier work [LT1], [LT2], [LT3]
we have shown how Weierstrass points for a familyX → S can be defined in a
natural way from aWronski systemon the family. Such a system consists of maps
between locally freeOX-modules. For smooth families the relative principal parts
give rise to a Wronski system. In constructing a Wronski system, Gatto was led
to the construction of jet bundles as just described for a smooth curve; this was
extended to smooth families by Gatto and Ponza [GP]. In both cases, the construc-
tion is performed for the global relative differentials analogous to (0.2.2) and in
characteristic zero. In these cases, as indicated above and proved below, the mod-
ule of jets is isomorphic to the module of principal parts.

The importance of the construction of Gatto and Ponza comes from its use to
families that are not smooth but where there is a natural derivationd : OX → ωX/S
into an invertibleOX-module. In such cases the principal parts are not locally free,
but the construction gives locally free jets. Gatto [G2] used the construction for a
Gorenstein curve with the compositeOX → ωX/S of the global differential with
the natural map�1

X/S → ωX/S into thedualizing sheaf,sketching in [G3] such a
construction in the case of families of stable curves. Our construction allows us
to construct Wronski systems whenever we have a derivationd:OX → M into
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a locally freeOX-module. It therefore makes possible the definition and study of
Weierstrass points under very general conditions.

A natural homomorphism�1
X/S → ωX/S was constructed by Buchweitz and

Greuel [BG, Thm. (4.2.4)] for a flat family of germs of reduced curves over the
complex numbers. It also exists for flat families that are locally complete inter-
sections. We do not know whether such a map exists for any flat family of curves
in any characteristic.

In arbitrary characteristic, Esteves [E1] constructed Wronski systems for flat
families that are locally complete intersections. For families of Gorenstein curves
with a simultaneous resolution by a smooth family, yet another construction of
Wronski systems was given in [LT2].

The jets constructed here give a Wronski system for a familyX/S of Gorenstein
curves and a map�1

X/S → ωX/S into the invertible dualizing sheafωX/S. However,
in positive characteristic, the construction is not satisfactory in the sense that it
does not give the principal parts even in the case whenX is a single smooth curve.
It would be interesting to know the kind of extra information needed, in addition
to the map�1

X/S → ωX/S, for a satisfactory construction of Wronski systems.

1. Jets

In this section we present the construction of the algebra of jetsJ associated to a
derivationd:A→ M from a not necessarily commutative algebraA over a com-
mutative ringk, into anA-A-moduleM. By truncation we obtain the algebras of
n-truncated jetsJ n = J nM,d that are the main objects of study in the article. We es-
tablish the main properties of these jets. In particular, we prove that they fit into
exact sequences similar to the well-known exact sequences for principal parts.

1.1. Setup. Let A be a not necessarily commutative algebra over a commuta-
tive ground ringk. Moreover, letM be anA-A-module—that is, ak-module on
whichA acts from the left and from the right, so that the two actions commute
and extend the given action ofk. We fix a derivation

d : A→ M,

a k-linear map such thatd(fg) = f(dg) + (df )g. Throughout, linearity is with
respect to the ground ringk. The dependence onk is often omitted in the notation.
We use the convention that analgebra,with no further specification, is ak-algebra
with unit.

1.2. Definition. An A-A-algebraE is anA-A-module with ak-bilinear prod-
uct, x ⊗ y 7→ x · y, which is associative and leftA-linear in the first factor and
rightA-linear in the second:

(fx) · y = f(x · y), x · (yf ) = (x · y)f. (1.2.1)

Note that, in contrast to the convention used fork-algebras, we do not require an
A-A-algebra to have a unit, nor do we require the product to beA-balanced—that
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is, we do not require thatx · (fy) = (xf ) · y. LetE be anA-A-algebra. A deriva-
tionD : A→ E is calledbalancedif

x · (fy) = (xf ) · y + x ·Df · y. (1.2.2)

1.3. Note. Let E be anA-A-algebra with a unit 1E. ThenE is a k-algebra.
Moreover, the equationsδ(f ) := f1E and ι(f ) := 1Ef define maps of alge-
brasδ, ι : A→ E. There is a unique balanced derivationdE : A→ E determined
by the equationdE(f ) = f1E − 1Ef = δ(f ) − ι(f ). The structure ofE as an
A-A-module is determined by the mapsδ andι by the equationsfx = δ(f ) ·x and
xf = x · ι(f ), respectively.

On the other hand, take ak-algebraE with a pair of algebra homomorphisms
δ, ι : A→ E; then, with the structure of anA-A-module determined by the equa-
tionsfx = δ(f ) · x andxf = x · ι(f ), we have thatE is anA-A-algebra. The
unique balanced derivationdE is given bydE(f ) = δ(f )− ι(f ).
1.4. Actions on A-A-Algebras. Let E be anA-A-algebra andD : A → E a
balanced derivation. We define new left and right actions ofA onE as follows:

ι(f ) · x := fx −Df · x,
x · δ(f ) := xf + x ·Df.

We will indicate with the notationιE (resp.Eδ) thatE is considered as anA-A-
module via the left actionι and the original right action (resp., with the original
left action and the right actionδ). The new left action ofA on ιE will also be writ-
tenf · x := ι(f ) · x.

The productιE ⊗ ιE→ ιE is leftA-linear in the first factor and rightA-linear
in the second. It is also balanced; that is,x · (f · y) = (xf ) · y.
1.5. Adjunction of a Unit. LetE be anA-A-algebra andD : A → E a bal-
anced derivation. Since the product onιE is balanced, the direct sum

Ẽ := A⊕ ιE, (1.5.1)

becomes ak-algebra under the product(f, x) · (g, y) = (fg, f · y + xg+ x · y).
The mapsι(f ) := (f,0) andδ(f ) := (f,Df ) are both maps of algebrasA→ Ẽ.

We shall identifyf ∈A with ι(f )∈ Ẽ.
We have thatẼ is augmentedoverA by the algebra map(f, x) 7→ f. Iden-

tify the augmentation ideal withE via the mapx → (0, x). The augmenta-
tion mapẼ → A is split by the mapι:A → Ẽ, and the resulting decomposi-
tion Ẽ = ι(A)⊕E corresponds to the decomposition (1.5.1). Similarly, there is a
decomposition

Ẽ = δ(A)⊕ E. (1.5.2)

1.6. The Algebra of Jets. We shall construct an algebraJ = Jd = JM,d asso-
ciated to the derivationd.

Consider the tensor algebraT = TkM of M overk. LetR be the ideal gener-
ated by the differences forω ′, ω ′′ ∈M andf ∈A,
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ω ′ ⊗ fω ′′ − ω ′f ⊗ ω ′′ − ω ′ ⊗ df ⊗ ω ′′. (1.6.1)

The terms in (1.6.1) are of degrees 2, 2, and 3. HenceR is a nonhomogeneous
ideal contained inT≥2 and thus, in particular, is contained in the positive partT+
of T . Clearly, the positive partT+ is anA-A-algebra and the idealR is anA-A-
submodule. Let

J+ := T+/R
be the residue class algebra ofT+ by the idealR. ThenJ+ is anA-A-algebra, and
the natural mapT+ → J+ is a homomorphism ofA-A-algebras. Clearly, this map
restricts to anA-A-linear embedding of the degree-1 part,

M → J+.

We will identify an elementω ∈M with its image inJ+. Under this identification,
the following equation holds inJ+ for f ∈A andx, y ∈ J+ :

x · (fy) = (xf ) · y + x · df · y.
In other words, the given derivationd induces a balanced derivationd : A→ J+.

We letJ = Jd = JM,d be the algebra obtained fromJ+ by adjoining a unit as
in Section 1.5. Thek-algebraJ is called thealgebra of jets associated tod. We
have two injections of algebrasι, δ : A→ J, and we shall identifyf ∈A with its
imageι(f ) in J. The algebraJ comes with an augmentation that is split byι and
δ, and the splittingJ = ι(A)⊕ J+ corresponds to the splittingJ = A⊕ ιJ+ used
in the adjunction of a unit. Hence, every jetϕ has a unique decompositionϕ =
ϕ0+ ϕ+, with ϕ0 ∈A andϕ+ ∈ J+. The termϕ0 is called theconstant termof ϕ.
Under the embedding ofM into J, we have

δ(f ) = f + df.
The algebraJ has two structures as a leftA-module, viaι and viaδ; likewise, it

has two structures as a rightA-module. On the idealJ+, the structures are given
by the equations

ι(f ) · x = f · x = fx − df · x, x · ι(f ) = xf,
δ(f ) · x = fx, x · δ(f ) = xf + x · df.

Note the distinction betweenfx andf · x. Note also that the decompositionsJ =
A⊕ J+ andJ = δ(A)⊕ J+ are decompositions ofA-A-modules,

ιJ = A⊕ ι(J+), Jδ = δ(A)⊕ (J+)δ. (1.6.2)

1.7. The Universal Property. It follows from the construction of jets in Sec-
tion 1.6 and Note 1.3 that theA-A-algebraJ+, as well as the algebraJ = JM,d,
have the following universal properties.

Let E be anA-A-algebra. Then anyA-A-linear mapχ : M → E such that
χd : A → E is a balanced derivation factors uniquely through a map ofA-A-
algebrasJ+ → E.

Let E be ak-algebra with a pair of maps of algebrasδE, ιE : A → E, and let
E have theA-A-module structure given byδE to the left andιE to the right. Then
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anyA-A-linear mapχ : M → E such thatχd = δE − ιE factors uniquely through
a map ofk-algebrasJ → E commuting with the mapsδ andι.

1.8. Proposition. Multiplication in theA-A-algebraJ+ induces aJ-A-linear
injection (J+)δ ⊗A M → J+ that gives rise to a decomposition ofJ+ into A-A-
submodules,

J+ = M ⊕ [(J+)δ ⊗A M ]. (1.8.1)

In addition, multiplication inJ induces aJ-A-isomorphismJδ ⊗A M = J+.
Proof. TheA-A-moduleT+ = T+M is the direct sum of the degree-1 pieceT1 =
M andT≥2 = T+ ⊗M. As noted previously, the idealR definingJ+ is contained
in T≥2. Hence, ifK := T≥2/R is the residue class module of theA-A-moduleT≥2

moduloR, we obtain the decomposition

J+ = M ⊕K.
Multiplication in J+ induces a surjectionJ+ ⊗M → K, which factors through

(J+)δ ⊗A M sinced is balanced. The composition

T≥2 = T+ ⊗M → J+ ⊗M → (J+)δ ⊗A M
vanishes on the idealR. Hence we obtain an inverseK = T≥2/R→ (J+)δ⊗AM
to the map(J+)δ ⊗A M → K, which is therefore injective, and we have obtained
the splitting (1.8.1).

To see that the multiplicationJδ⊗AM → J+ is an isomorphism, we use the de-
composition (1.6.2) to obtain a decompositionJδ = δ(A)⊕(J+)δ ofA-A-modules;
then we use the decomposition (1.8.1) on the target.

1.9. Truncated Jets. For each integern ≥ 0 we define thek-algebra ofn-
truncated jets,J n = J nM,d, as the residue algebra ofJ modulo the(n+1)th power
of the augmentation idealJ+,

J n := J/(J+)n+1.

The algebraJ n becomes anA-augmentedk-algebra with augmentation idealJ n+ =
J+/(J+)n+1 and with maps of algebrasι, δ : A → J n obtained as the composi-
tions ofι, δ : A→ J with the residue class mapJ → J n.

Forn ≥ 1, we have surjective maps ofk-algebras,

J n
r n−→ J n−1,

commuting with the mapsι andδ, and we haveA-A-linear inclusions,

M → J n,

commuting with the surjectionsr n.
The algebraJ n is universal in the following sense. LetE be ak-algebra with a

pair of maps of algebrasδE, ιE : A→ E, and letE have theA-A-module structure
given byδE to the left andιE to the right. Then anyA-A-linear mapχ : M → E
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such thatχd = δE − ιE andχ(M)n+1 = 0 factors uniquely through a map of
k-algebrasJ n→ E commuting with the mapsδ andι.

We have thatδ, ι : A → J n split the augmentation onJ n. Identifying f ∈ A
with ι(f ) ∈ J n, we obtain the decompositions ofA-A-modulesιJ n = A⊕ ι(J

n
+)

and(J n)δ = δ(A)⊕ (J n+)δ.
We have thatJ 0 = A, and the mapM → J 0 is the zero map. In the following,

we fix n ≥ 1.

1.10. Proposition. Multiplication in theA-A-algebraJ n+ induces aJ n-A-linear
injection (J n−1

+ )δ ⊗A M → J n+, and there is a decomposition ofJ n+ into A-A-
submodules,

J n+ = M ⊕ [(J n−1
+ )δ ⊗A M ].

In addition, multiplication inJ n induces aJ n-A-isomorphismJ n−1
δ ⊗A M = J n+.

Proof. The assertions follow easily from (1.8).

1.11. Corollary. Multiplication inJ n induces a natural mapin : M⊗An→ J n.

The mapin is leftA-linear with respect to both left structures onJ n and rightA-
linear with respect to both right structures onJ n. The following sequence is exact:

M⊗An
in−→ J n

r n−→ J n−1→ 0, (1.11.1)

andin is injective ifM is leftA-flat.

Proof. The kernel of the surjectionr n : J n→ J n−1 is additively generated by all
products ofn elements ofM. It follows that there is an exact sequence,

M⊗n→ J n→ J n−1→ 0,

where the tensor productM⊗n is overk. We have thatω ′ · (fω ′′) = (ω ′f ) · ω ′′ +
ω ′ · df · ω ′′ in J n, and the product ofn+1 elements ofM vanishes inJ n. It fol-
lows that the mapM⊗n → J factors throughM⊗An and that the resulting map
in : M⊗An → J n is left A-linear when the target is considered as theA-module
ιJ
n. The mapin is trivially left A-linear for the original structure onJ n. Similarly,

the mapin is rightA-linear for both structures onJ n.
To prove the last part of the corollary, we note that the mapin+1 is the com-

position

M⊗An ⊗A M in⊗A1−−−→ J nδ ⊗A M −→ J n+1.

It follows from Proposition1.10 that the right map is injective. WhenM is left
A-flat, it follows by induction onn that the left map is injective. Hence the last
assertion of the corollary holds.

1.12. Note. It follows from Corollary 1.11 that whenM is a finitely generated
A-A-module the same is true forJ n, and whenM is a left flatA-module the same
is true forJ n.

1.13. Note. LetAop be the opposite algebra and letM op be theAop-Aop-module
obtained by viewing the given left and rightA-module structures onM as a right
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and leftAop-module structures. Viewd as a derivationAop → M op, denoted
d op. Let ιop, δop: Aop → J op be the maps of algebras defined byιop := δ and
δop := ι. Finally, letχ : M → J be the mapχ(ω) = −ω. Thenχ(df ) = −df =
ι(f ) − δ(f ) = δop(f ) − ιop(f ), andχ : M op → J op has the linearity proper-
ties required for applying the universal property. As a consequence, we obtain the
isomorphism

JM op,d op ' (JM,d)op (1.13.1)

and a similar isomorphism for then-truncated jets. In the commutative case we
have thatd op = d, so the isomorphism may be viewed as an anti-involution of the
algebra of jets.

In particular, assume thatM is rightA-flat. ThenM op is left Aop-flat. Hence
(J n)op is leftAop-flat with respect to its two leftAop-structures. HenceJ n is right
A-flat with respect to its two rightA-structures.

1.14. Definition. Let L be a leftA-module. Define the module ofL-twisted
jetsJ n(L) = J nM,d(L) as the tensor product

J n(L) := J nδ ⊗A L.
1.15. Note. Note thatJ n(L) is a leftJ n-module and in particular, via the inclu-
sion ι : A→ J n, a leftA-module. From the algebra homomorphismδ : A→ J,

we obtain a homomorphism

δL = δ ⊗1L : L→ J n(L).

Clearly,
δL(fx) = δ(f ) · δL(x).

From the exact sequence in Corollary 1.11 we obtain the exact sequence

M⊗An ⊗A L→ J n(L)→ J n−1(L)→ 0;
it is left exact ifM is rightA-flat.

1.16. Note. The formation of jets commutes with scalar extensions as follows.
Let k → k ′ be a homomorphism of commutative rings, and form thek ′-algebra
A′ = A ⊗k k ′. ThenM ′ := M ⊗k k ′ is anA′-A′-module andd ′ := d ⊗ 1 is a
derivation,

d ′ : A′ → M ′.

From the universal property, we obtain isomorphisms of noncommutative alge-
bras:

J nM ′,d ′ ' J nM,d ⊗ k ′.

2. Jets on Free Modules

In this section we study the jetsJ n = J nM,d whenM is free and of finite rank over
the not necessarily commutative algebraA. We describe explicitly a basis forJ n

in terms of a given basisε1, . . . , εr ofM. Relative to the basisε1, . . . , εr we define
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a shuffle product onJ n that makesJ n into a commutative algebraJ nshuff, and we
define symmetric elements with respect to the basis and show they form a subal-
gebraJ nsym of J nshuff. We show that the shuffle product is independent of the choice
of basis, whereasJ nsym depends on the basis. The main tool used in the study of the
shuffle product and symmetric elements will be the partial derivatives introduced
in Section 2.3.

2.1. Setup. Keep the setup of Section 1. We shall call theA-A-moduleM free
of rankr if it has abasisε1, . . . , εr; that is, the elementsεi are central (i.e.,εif =
fεi for all f ∈A) and every elementω of M has an expansion

ω = ε1f1+ · · · + εrfr
with uniquely determined coefficientsfi ∈ A. With respect to the basis, let
Di : A → A be the derivation induced byd and theith coordinate projection;
that is, theDi are defined by the equation inM,

df = ε1D1f + · · · + εrDrf.

2.2. Proposition. Assume thatε1, . . . , εr is a basis forM as anA-A-module.
For any sequenceα = (α1, . . . , αt ) of indices with1≤ αj ≤ r, form the following
product inJ n and the composition of derivations onA:

εα := εα1 · · · εαt , Dα := Dα1 · · ·Dαt .

Then, for all sequencesα = (α1, . . . , αt ) of lengtht = `(α) at mostn, the set
of productsεα is a freeA-basis with respect to any of the fourA-actions onJ n.
Moreover, forf ∈A, we have the following equation inJ n:

δ(f ) =
∑
α

Dα(f ) · εα. (2.2.1)

Proof. The assertions are proved by induction onn. We have that the products
εα in J n−1, for `(α) < n, form a basis ofJ n−1 by the induction hypothesis, and
the natural basis ofM ⊗A · · · ⊗A M is mapped by the mapin of Corollary 1.11 to
the productsεα in J n for `(α) = n. The first assertion thus follows from Corol-
lary 1.11.

To prove equation (2.2.1) we note that, under the identificationJ n+ = J n−1
δ ⊗A M

of Proposition1.10, we haveεiDif = (Dif )εi = δ(Dif )⊗ εi . Hence,

δ(f ) = f + df = f +
∑
i

εiDif = f +
∑
i

δ(Dif )⊗ εi .

Obviously, the formula now follows by applying the induction hypothesis to the
elementsδ(Dif )∈ J n−1.

2.3. Partial Derivation. Assume that theA-A-moduleM is free with a given
basisε1, . . . , εr . For i = 1, . . . , r, define thepartial derivation∂i = ∂ni as the
composition

∂i : J
n+1→ J n+1

+ = J nδ ⊗A M → J n,
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where the first map is the projection corresponding to the decompositionJ n+1 =
A⊕ J n+1

+ , the identification is that of Proposition1.10, and thelast map is induced
by theith coordinate projection. In other words, under the identificationsJ n+1=
A⊕ J n+1

+ andJ n+1
+ = J nδ ⊗A M, we have

ϕ = ϕ0 +
∑
i

∂iϕ ⊗ εi,

whereϕ0 ∈A is the constant term ofϕ.
Note the following equation forϕ,ψ in J n+1:

∂i(ϕ · ψ) = ∂iϕ · δ(ψ0)+ rϕ · ∂iψ, (2.3.1)

whererϕ = r n+1ϕ ∈ J n is the restriction ofϕ ∈ J n+1. Indeed,

ϕ · ψ0 = ϕ0ψ0 +
∑
i

(∂iϕ · δ(ψ0))⊗ εi

and
ϕ ·
∑
i

∂iψ ⊗ εi =
∑
i

(rϕ · ∂iψ)⊗ εi,

so (2.3.1) follows from the resulting expression forϕ ·ψ = ϕ ·ψ0+ϕ ·
∑

i ∂iψ⊗εi .
Forω =∑ i εifi in M, we have thatω =∑ i δ(fi)⊗ εi and thus∂iω = δ(fi).

It follows from (2.3.1) that

∂i(ϕ · ω) = rϕ · δ(fi). (2.3.2)

In particular,
∂i(δ(f )) = ∂i(df ) = δ(Dif ). (2.3.3)

2.4. Definition. Let ε1, . . . , εr be a basis for theA-A-moduleM. The products
εα for `(α) ≤ n form a basis forιJ n as a leftA-module. Define, relative to the
basisε1, . . . , εr , ashuffle multiplicationon the basis elements ofJ n by

εα ∗ εβ :=
∑
γ

εγ ,

where the sum is over all shufflesγ of the two sets of indicesα andβ. Extend the
product to all ofJ n so that the elements ofA commute with the base elementsεα,
that is,f ∗ εα = εα ∗ f = f · εα. In particular, then,f ∗ g = fg for f, g ∈A.
Note that the base elements commute with respect to the shuffle product and com-
mute with the elements ofA, but the shuffle product is only commutative when
A is commutative. Note also that theνth power ofεi with respect to the shuffle
product is given by the equation

ε∗νi = ν! ενi ,

whereενi is the power with respect to the original multiplication inJ n.
Clearly, with the shuffle product,J n is an algebra (denotedJ nshuff) with unit 1

corresponding to the empty product of base elements. The restrictionsr n+1 are
maps of algebrasJ n+1

shuff→ J nshuff. Moreover,ι is a map of algebrasA→ J nshuff.
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The maps∂i are derivations with respect to the shuffle product, that is,

∂i(ϕ ∗ ψ) = ∂iϕ ∗ rψ + rϕ ∗ ∂iψ, (2.4.1)

whererϕ = r n+1ϕ ∈ J nshuff is the restriction ofϕ ∈ J n+1
shuff. Indeed, it follows from

(2.3.1) that∂i(f · ψ) = f · ∂i(ψ). Hence∂i is a leftA-linear mapιJ n+1→ ιJ
n.

It therefore suffices to prove (2.4.1) whenϕ andψ are the base elementsεα =
εα1 · · · εαs andεβ = εβ1 · · · εβt , respectively. Then the formula (2.4.1) is easily
checked by dividing into classes according to whether theαs or βt are equal toi.

We also have the equation

ϕ · δ(f ) = ϕ ∗ δ(f ). (2.4.2)

Indeed, the two sides have the same constant term,ϕ0 · f. Hence it suffices to
prove that the two sides become equal under∂i . We proceed by induction onn.
By (2.3.1) and (2.4.1), we have

∂i(ϕ · δ(f )) = ∂i(ϕ) · δ(f )+ rϕ · ∂i(δf ),
∂i(ϕ ∗ δ(f )) = ∂i(ϕ) ∗ δ(f )+ rϕ ∗ ∂i(δf ). (2.4.3)

By (2.3.3), we have that∂i(δ(f )) = δ(Dif ). It follows from the induction hy-
pothesis that (2.4.2) holds forn − 1. Hence∂i(ϕ) · δ(f ) = ∂i(ϕ) ∗ δ(f ) and
rϕ · ∂i(Dif ) = rϕ ∗ ∂(Dif ). Consequently, it follows from (2.4.3) that
∂i(ϕ · δ(f )) = ∂i(ϕ ∗ δ(f )), as we wanted to prove.

Sinceδ : A→ J n is a map of algebras, it follows from (2.4.2) thatδ is a map
of algebrasδ : A→ J nshuff.

2.5. Proposition. The shuffle product inJ n is independent of the choice of basis.

Proof. Consider a second basisε̃1, . . . , ε̃r ofM and the corresponding derivations
D̃p and∂̃p. If (uip) is the transition matrix, then we have the equations

ε̃p =
∑
i

εiuip, Di =
∑
p

uipD̃p.

Note that theuip belong to the center ofA, as is seen by expanding the equation
f ε̃p = ε̃pf in the basisε1, . . . , εr . Thusu = uip as an element ofJ n is in the
center ofJ nshuff. We obtain thatδ(u) is in the center ofJ nshuff. Indeed, by (2.2.1) it
suffices to prove thatDiu is in the center ofA. However, applyDi to the equation
fu = fu, and useu(Dif ) = (Dif )u to deduce that(Diu)f = f(Diu).

The equation inJ n+1,

ϕ ∗̃ ψ = ϕ ∗ ψ, (2.5.1)

where the left term is the product with respect to the second basis, will be proved
by induction onn.

Note first that, forϕ ∈ J n+1,

ϕ − ϕ0 =
∑
p

∂̃p(ϕ)⊗ ε̃p =
∑
i,p

(∂̃p(ϕ) · δ(uip))⊗ εi .

Hence,
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∂iϕ =
∑
p

∂̃p(ϕ) · δ(uip) =
∑
p

∂̃p(ϕ) ∗̃ δ(uip).

Sinceδ(uip) is in the center ofJ nshuff,we have that∂i =
∑

p δ(uip) ∗̃ ∂̃p. Therefore,

since∂̃p is a derivation with respect to the operator∗̃, it follows that∂i is a deriva-
tion with respect tõ∗.

In equation (2.5.1) the two sides have the same constant term. Hence, it suffices
to prove that the two sides of (2.5.1) yield the same result under∂i . Since∂i is a
derivation with respect to the products∗ and∗̃ both, the equality follows from the
induction hypothesis.

2.6. Definition. The base elementsεα, defined from a given basis ofM, may
be grouped according to the lengthl = `(α), and the symmetric groupSl acts on
the base elementsεα with `(α) = l by permuting the indices(α1, . . . , αl). Call a
jet in J n symmetricwith respect to the given basis if its degree-l part is symmetric
under the action ofSl for all l.

Note that the different permutations of(1, . . . ,1, . . . , r, . . . , r),where the numberi
appearsνi times and whereν1+ · · · + νr = l, correspond bijectively to the terms
in the shuffle productεν1

1 ∗ · · · ∗ ενrr .
Note that if ε1, . . . , εr is basis for theA-A-module M, then the tensors

εα1⊗· · ·⊗ εαn form a basis for theA-A-moduleM⊗An. Accordingly, the symmet-
ric groupSn acts linearly onM⊗An. It is easily seen that the action is independent
of the choice of basis; ifA is commutative then the action is the usual action ob-
tained by permuting the factors of the tensor product. We denote by(M⊗An)Sn the
A-A-submodule of invariant tensors.

2.7. Proposition. The subsetJ nsym of jets that are symmetric with respect to a
given basisε1, . . . , εr forM is a freeA-module having as basis the set of all shuf-
fle products,

ε(ν) := εν1
1 ∗ · · · ∗ ενrr , (2.7.1)

for exponentsν = (ν1, . . . , νr ) with |ν| ≤ n. In particular, J nsym is the subalgebra

of J nshuff generated by the elementsε
νj
j .

Moreover, we have an exact sequence

0→ (M⊗An)Sn
in−→ J nsym

r n−→ J n−1
sym → 0. (2.7.2)

Proof. An element
∑

α fα · εα is symmetric if and only if, for anyα and any per-
mutationβ of α, we havefα = fβ. In other words, the sums

∑
β εβ, where the

sum is over all different permutations of a given sequence, form a freeA-basis for
J nsym. The latter sums are exactly the elements of the form (2.7.1). It follows from
the equationενj ∗ εµj =

(
ν+µ
ν

)
ε
ν+µ
j thatJ nsym is a subalgebra ofJ nshuff.

The sums
∑

β εβ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ εβn, where the sum is over all different permuta-
tionsβ = (β1, . . . , βn) of a given sequenceα = (α1, . . . , αn), form a basis for the
A-module(M⊗An)Sn . We have that
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in
(∑

β

εβ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ εβn
)
=
∑
β

εβ.

The exact sequence (2.7.2) thus follows from Proposition 1.11.

2.8. Corollary. An elementλ in J n is symmetric if and only if∂iλ is symmet-
ric for all i and ∂i∂jλ = ∂j ∂iλ for all i, j.

Proof. We use the description ofJ nsym from Proposition 2.7, along with the obvi-
ous equation

∂i(ε
ν
j ) =

{
εν−1
j if i = j andν > 0,

0 otherwise.

Since∂i is anA-derivation with respect to the shuffle product, we obtain from
this equation an obvious formula for the value of∂i on an elementε(ν) of the form
(2.7.1). Itfollows that∂i mapsJ nsym surjectively ontoJ n−1

sym and that∂i∂jλ = ∂j ∂iλ
whenλ is symmetric.

Assume conversely that∂iλ∈ J n−1
sym and that∂i∂jλ = ∂j ∂iλ. As ∂rλ is symmet-

ric, there is an elementµ ∈ J nsym such that∂rλ = ∂rµ. By subtractingµ from λ,

we may assume that∂rλ = 0. Again, ∂r−1λ is symmetric and, by commutation,
∂r∂r−1λ = 0. Therefore, noενr occurs in∂r−1λ. Hence there is a symmetric ele-
mentµ, in which noενr occurs, such that∂r−1λ = ∂r−1µ. By subtractingµ from
λ, we may assume that∂iλ = 0 for i = r − 1, r. Proceed by descending induc-
tion oni to show, by subtracting symmetric elements fromλ, that we may assume
∂iλ = 0 for all i. Thenλ is a constant and henceλ is symmetric.

2.9. Note. We note that the symmetric partJ nsym depends on the choice of basis
ε1, . . . , εr . Obviously, forn = 1 we have thatJ 1

sym= J 1. In general, forn ≥ 2 we
do not have thatM, as a submodule ofJ n, is contained inJ nsym. For instance, it
follows from (2.2.1) thatdf is symmetric if and only ifDiDjf = DjDif.

In Section 4 we consider conditions under which the algebraJ nsym is independent
of the choice of basis.

Whenr = 1, we have thatJ nsym= J n.

3. The Shuffle Product

In this section we study the case whenA is commutative andM is anA-module.
We show that, in this case, the shuffle product on the tensor algebra ofM induces
a shuffle product onJ n that makes it into a commutative algebraJ nshuff. WhenM is
free, this shuffle product is the same as the shuffle product defined in Section 2 for
free modules over not necessarily commutative rings. We show that the formation
of J nshuff commutes with localization inA. This is a quite delicate property. We
also show how our constructions and results of the first three sections globalize.

3.1. Setup. In the rest of the paper we consider the commutative case exclu-
sively; that is,A is assumed to be a commutative algebra andM is anA-module.
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Denote by∗ the shuffle product in the tensor algebraT = TkM. The shuffle
product of two tensor products is the sum of all tensor products obtained as shuffles
of the two sets of factors. The algebraT with the shuffle product is a commutative
algebra with unit.

3.2. Lemma. Modulo the idealR in T = TkM definingJ+, the following three
expressions, forf ∈A andx, y ∈ T+ andz∈ T, are congruent to zero:

e0 := fx − xf + df ∗ x − df · x − x · df,
e1 := [yf · x − y · fx + y · df · x] ∗ z,
e2 := f(x ∗ z)− df · (x ∗ z)− (fx) ∗ z+ (df · x) ∗ z.

Proof. Clearly, we may assume that the elementsx, y, z are tensor products of
elements ofM, and in particular homogeneous elements ofT .

Let us first observe that, for the shuffle productu ∗ v of two tensors of the form
u = ω · u′ andv = π · v ′ whereω, π ∈M, we have

u ∗ v = ω · (u′ ∗ v)+ π · (u ∗ v ′). (3.2.1)

Indeed, (3.2.1) follows by separating the terms in the shuffle product according as
ω or π is the first factor.

The assertion fore0 is proved by induction on the degree ofx. The expression
vanishes if the degree is 1. If the degree is larger than 1, thenx = ω · x ′ with x ′ ∈
T+. Apply the observation to the shuffle productdf ∗ x = (df · 1) ∗ (ω · x ′). It
follows that

e0 = fω · x ′ − ω · x ′f + ω · (df ∗ x ′)− ω · x ′ · df.
Sincefω = ωf, it follows thatfω · x ′ ≡ ω · fx ′ −ω · df · x ′. Hencee0 ≡ ω · e ′0,
wheree ′0 is the expression obtained by replacingx by x ′ in e0. Thuse0 ≡ 0 by
induction.

The assertion fore1 is proved by induction on the sum of the degrees ofy and
z. With w := yf · x − y · fx + y · df · x, we have thate1= w · z. The assertion
holds if the degree ofz is zero, sincew ∈R. Assume that the degree ofz is pos-
itive, and writez = π · z ′ with π ∈M. If the degree ofy is greater than 1, write
y = ω · y ′ with y ′ ∈ T+. Thenw = ω · w ′, wherew ′ is the expression obtained
fromw by replacingy by y ′. By the observation,

e1= (ω · w ′) ∗ (π · z ′) = ω · (w ′ ∗ z)+ π · (w ∗ z ′).
By the induction hypothesis, we have thatw ′ ∗ z ≡ 0 andw ∗ z ′ ≡ 0, hencee1≡
0. If y is of degree 1, sayy = ω ∈M, thenω is not a common factor of the three
terms inw. However, applying the observation to each of the three terms, it fol-
lows that

e1= ω · (x ∗ z)− ω · (fx ∗ z)+ ω · ((df · x) ∗ z)+ π · (w ∗ z ′).
The last term is congruent to 0 by the induction hypothesis. The sum of the re-
maining terms is of the formω · e2 and therefore (as we shall prove) is congruent
to zero. Thuse1≡ 0.
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Finally, the assertion for the expressione2 is proved by induction on the degree
of z. Clearly, the expression vanishes when the degree is 0, that is, whenz = 1. If
the degree is positive, thenz = π · z ′ with π ∈M. Write x = ω · x ′, and apply the
observation to the shuffle productsf(x ∗ z) andfx ∗ x. It follows that

f(x ∗ z)− fx ∗ z = fω · (x ∗ z ′)− ω · (fx ∗ z ′).
Again, by the observation, it follows that

(df · x) ∗ z = df · (x ∗ z)+ π · ((df · x) ∗ z ′).
Consequently,

e2 = fπ · (x ∗ z ′)− π · (fx ∗ z ′)+ π · [(df · x) ∗ z ′ ].
In the first term on the right, use thatfπ = πf andπf · y ≡ π · fy − π · df · y.
Hencee2 ≡ π · e ′2, wheree ′2 is the expression obtained by replacingz by z ′ in e2.

Thuse2 ≡ 0 by induction.

3.3. Proposition. The shuffle product∗ in T+ induces a shuffle product on the
quotientJ+ under whichJ+ is a commutative algebra without unit. The shuffle
product inJ+ extends uniquely to a shuffle product inJ such thatJ becomes a
commutative algebra, denotedJshuff, and the two mapsι, δ : A→ J become maps
of commutative algebrasA → Jshuff. For f ∈ A and ϕ ∈ J, the extension is de-
termined by

f ∗ ϕ = ι(f ) · ϕ = f · ϕ, (3.3.1)

and we have thatδ(f ) ∗ ϕ = ϕ · δ(f ).
Proof. Since the expressions of the forme1 in Lemma (3.2) are congruent to zero,
it follows that the idealR of T definingJ+ is also an ideal with respect to the
shuffle product onT . Hence the quotientJ+ = T+/R, with the induced shuffle
product, is a commutative algebra without unit.

Because expressions of the forme0 vanish inJ+, we have the following equa-
tion in J+ for f ∈A andϕ ∈ J+:

f ϕ − df · ϕ + df ∗ ϕ = ϕf + ϕ · df.
Sincef ϕ − df · ϕ = f · ϕ andϕf + ϕ · df = ϕ · δ(f ), it follows that

f · ϕ + df ∗ ϕ = ϕ · δ(f ). (3.3.2)

Similarly, since expressions of the forme2 vanish inJ+, for y ∈ J+ we obtain

(f · ϕ) ∗ y = f · (ϕ ∗ y). (3.3.3)

It follows from (3.3.3) that shuffle multiplication inJ+ is A-bilinear when
J+ is considered as theA-moduleιJ+. Hence the sumJ = A ⊕ ιJ+ becomes
a commutativeA-algebra with unit under the product(f, ϕ) ∗ (g, y) = (fg,

f · y + g · ϕ + ϕ ∗ y). Clearly, (3.3.1) holds with this definition of the shuffle
product inJ. Moreover, it follows from (3.3.2) that, forϕ ∈ J+,

δ(f ) ∗ ϕ = ϕ · δ(f ). (3.3.4)
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Hence the last equation of Proposition 3.3 holds whenϕ belongs toJ+, and it
holds trivially whenϕ is inA. Hence it holds for allϕ ∈ J. In particular, since the
equation holds forϕ = δ(g), it follows thatδ is a homomorphism of commuta-
tive algebrasδ : A→ Jshuff.

3.4. Note. Obviously, the ideal(J+)n+1 defining the truncated jetsJ n is an ideal
with respect to the shuffle product. HenceJ n has the structure of a commutative
algebra, denotedJ nshuff, and the restrictions are maps of algebrasJ nshuff → J n−1

shuff.

It should be clear that, ifM is a freeA-module of finite rank, then the product in
J nshuff is equal to the shuffle product defined relative to a basis in (2.4). In particu-
lar, in this case it follows that the partial derivatives define derivations∂i : J nshuff→
J n−1

shuff.

3.5. Localization. Let S be a multiplicative subsetS of the algebraA. Con-
sider the induced derivation

dS : S−1A→ S−1M.

Indicate with the subscriptS the algebras of jets and corresponding maps associated
to the derivationdS. In particular, then,J nS = J n

S−1M,dS
is an algebra and we

have two maps of algebras,ιS, δS : S−1A→ J nS . By the universal property ofJ,
we obtain a map of algebras

J n→ J nS (3.5.1)

that commutes in the obvious sense with the mapsA→ S−1A andM → S−1M.

View the target of (3.5.1) as a leftS−1A-module viaιS : S−1A → J nS . Then we
obtain an induced leftS−1A-linear homomorphism,

σ n : S−1A⊗A ιJ
n→ ιJ

n
S ; (3.5.2)

obviously,σ n is rightA-linear when the source and the target are considered as
rightA-modules viaδ.

3.6. Proposition. The mapσ n of (3.5.2)is an isomorphism ofS−1A-modules.
With respect to the shuffle product, it is an isomorphism of commutative algebras

S−1A⊗A ιJ
n
shuff

∼−→ (J nS )shuff.

Proof. Obviously, when the jets are considered with the shuffle product, the map
(3.5.1) and the mapσ n are maps of commutative algebras. We prove, by induction
on the degreen, thatσ n is an isomorphism.

In degreen + 1, we have the exact sequence given by the decomposition in
Proposition1.10,

0−→ J nδ ⊗A M
j−→ J n+1 r−→ A −→ 0. (3.6.1)

Herej is the inclusion obtained from the isomorphism(J n+)δ ⊗A M = J n+1
+ of

Proposition1.10, andr is the augmentation map. Note that the mapsj andr are
left A-linear whenJ n andJ n+1 are considered as leftA-modules viaι.
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Consider the following diagram:

0 −−→ S−1A⊗A ιJ
n
δ ⊗A M

j−−→ S−1A⊗A ιJ
n+1 r−−→ S−1A −−→ 0

σ n⊗1M

y σ n+1

y ∥∥∥
0 −−→ (J nS )δ ⊗A M

j ′−−→ J n+1
S

rS−−→ S−1A −−→ 0.

The top row is obtain by tensoring (3.6.1) from the left byS−1A. In particular, the
top row is exact. The mapj ′ is induced by the multiplication inJ n+1

S . Clearly, the
diagram is commutative.

In the source of the mapj ′, the factor(J nS )δ is a rightA-module viaδ and
δ : A→ (J nS ) is the restriction toA of δS : S−1A→ J nS . Hence, for the source of
j ′ we have a canonical identification

(J nS )δ ⊗A M = (J nS )δS ⊗A M = (J nS )δS ⊗S−1A S
−1A⊗A M = (J nS )δS ⊗S−1A S

−1M.

Under this identification, the bottom row of the diagram becomes the sequence
(3.6.1) for the derivationdS. In particular, the bottom row is exact. Consequently,
since we may assume by induction thatσ n⊗1M is an isomorphism, it follows that
σ n+1 is an isomorphism. Hence we have proved the proposition.

3.7. Note. Clearly the isomorphism(1.13.1) is anisomorphism of commutative
algebras when the jets are considered with the shuffle product. Similarly, the for-
mation of twisted jets commutes with the scalar extension.

3.8. Globalization. Given the localization property in Proposition 3.6, it is
immediate to globalize the construction as follows. LetX be aY -scheme. Fix a
quasi-coherentOX-moduleM and anOY -linear derivation of sheaves,

d : OX →M.

Then, associated withd, there are sheavesJ 0 = OX,J 1, . . . ofOY -algebras onX
and mapsr n:J n→ J n−1 of algebras. There are two maps of algebrasι, δ:OX →
J n commuting with the mapsr n. The mapsι andδ give rise to fourOX-module
structures onJ n, two structuresιJ n andδJ n obtained by left multiplication via
ι andδ plus two right structuresJ nι andJ n

δ obtained by right multiplication byι
andδ.

For n ≥ 1, there is a natural inclusion of sheavesM → J n that isOX-linear
as a mapM → δJ n and as a mapM → J n

ι . Under any of the four structures
J n is a quasi-coherentOX-module, and it is locally of finite type ifM is.

Multiplication in J n induces a natural mapin:M⊗OXn → J n, which is left
OX-linear with respect to both left structures and right linear with respect to both
right structures onJ n. The sequence

M⊗OXn in−→ J n r n−→ J n−1→ 0 (3.8.1)

is exact andin is injective ifM is flat overOX.
For eachOX-moduleL there is a module ofL-twisted jetsJ n(L) = J n

δ ⊗OXL.
ThenJ n(L) is a leftJ n-module and in particular, via the inclusionι:OX → J n,
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a leftOX-module. From the algebra homomorphismδ:OX → J we obtain a ho-
momorphismδL:L→ J n(L), and from the exact sequence (3.8.1) we obtain an
exact sequence

M⊗OXn ⊗OX L→ J n(L)→ J n−1(L)→ 0,

which is left exact whenM is flat.
The noncommutative algebraJ n has a second natural product called theshuffle

product,under which it is a commutative algebra (denotedJ n
shuff). For the shuf-

fle product the mapsι andδ are maps of sheaves of commutative algebras, and the
structures of anOX-module onJ n

shuff defined via the mapsι andδ are equal toιJ n

andJ n
δ , respectively.

The formation of jets commutes in the obvious sense with base changeY ′ → Y.

4. Symmetric Jets

In this section we continue the study of jets in the commutative case. A key role
is played by the notion of a flat extension of the given derivationd : A→ M; see
Section 4.1. Given a flat extensionϕ:M → ∧2

M of d, we define a subalgebra
J nϕ of J nshuff. WhenM is free there is a canonical extensionϕε associated to a basis
ε1, . . . , εr of M.

Assume in particular that the basis has the formdx1, . . . , dxr and that the as-
sociated partial derivatives∂/∂x1, . . . , ∂/∂r commute. We prove in this case that
the extensionϕε is the unique flat extension ofd. Moreover, we prove that the
subalgebraJ nϕε is equal to the subalgebraJ nsym (considered in Definition 2.6 and
Proposition 2.7) of jets that are symmetric with respect to the basis. In particular,
the subalgebraJ nsym is independent of the choice of basis.

We also show under suitable hypotheses onM that the symmetric jets fit into
exact sequences similar to those obtained for the truncated jets.

4.1. Setup. Keep the setup of Section 3.1. Form the exterior square
∧2
M ofM

as anA-module. We will say that ak-linear mapϕ : M → ∧2
M is anextension

of the given derivationd : A→ M if, for f ∈A andω ∈M,
ϕ(fω) = f ϕ(ω)+ df ∧ ω. (4.1.1)

The extension will be calledflat if ϕd = 0. Equivalently,ϕ is flat if

ϕ(fdg) = df ∧ dg. (4.1.2)

In particular, ifM is generated as anA-module by elements of the formdg, then
d has at most one flat extension.

4.2. Note. Letϕ be an extension ofd. Then, as is well known, there is a unique
sequence ofk-linear maps,

A
d 0−→ M

d1−→∧2
M

d2−→∧3
M −→ · · · , (4.2.1)

such thatd 0 = d, d1= ϕ, and
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dp+q(π ∧ ν) = dpπ ∧ ν + (−1)pπ ∧ dqν
for π ∈∧p

M andν ∈∧q
M. The mapd n is determined by the equation

d n(ω1∧ · · · ∧ ωn) =
n∑
i=1

(−1)i−1ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ϕ(ωi) ∧ · · · ∧ ωn.

Moreover,ϕ is flat if and only if the sequence is a complex.

4.3. Remark. The universal derivationd = dA/k : A→ �1
A/k has a unique flat

extension. Indeed, thek-linear mapA ⊗k A → �1
A/k given byf ⊗ g 7→ fdg

is surjective, and its kernel is the additive subgroup generated by elements of the
special formf ⊗ gh − fg ⊗ h − fh⊗ g. Hence it suffices to note that the map
A ⊗ A → ∧2

�1
A/k given by the right side of (4.1.2) (i.e.,f ⊗ g 7→ df ∧ dg)

vanishes on elements of the special form.

4.4. Lemma. Assume thatM is a freeA-module with basisε1, . . . , εr . Let
ϕε : M →∧2

M be the additive map determined by the equations

ϕε(fεi) = df ∧ εi for i = 1, . . . , r.

Thenϕε is an extension ofd as well as the unique extension with the elementsεi
in the kernel. Moreover, the extensionϕε is flat if and only if the derivationsDi

associated with the basisε1, . . . , εr commute.

Proof. The assertions are easily proved.

4.5. Proposition. Consider a second basisε̃1, . . . , ε̃r given by a transition ma-
trix (uip):

ε̃p =
∑
i

εiuip.

Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) ϕε̃ = ϕε;
(ii) ϕε(ε̃p) = 0 for all p;

(iii) Dj(uip) = Di(ujp) for all i, j, p.

Proof. By Lemma 4.4,ϕε̃ is the unique extension with̃εp in the kernel. Hence as-
sertion (i) is equivalent to assertion (ii). Obviously, assertion (ii) is equivalent to
assertion (iii).

4.6. Corollary. (A) Assume that condition(iii) of Proposition 4.5 holds. Then
the corresponding condition holds for the derivationsD̃p and the inverse of the
matrix (uip). Moreover, theDi commute if and only if thẽDp commute.

(B) Assume thatM is generated as anA-module by elements of the formdg and
that the derivationsDi associated with the basisεi commute. Then the derivations
D̃p associated with the basis̃εp commute if and only if condition(iii) of Proposi-
tion 4.5 holds.
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(C) Assume thatM has a basis of the formdx1, . . . , dxr for elementsx1, . . . , xr
in A. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) there exists a flat extension ofd;

(ii) the derivations∂/∂x1, . . . , ∂/∂xr associated with the basisdx1, . . . , dxr
commute.

In particular, ifM has a basisε1, . . . , εr such that the correspondingDi commute,
then(ii) holds for any basis of the formdx1, . . . , dxr .

Proof. Assume the condition in (A). Then condition (i) of Proposition 4.5 holds.
Hence condition (iii) of Proposition 4.5 holds for thẽDp and the inverse of the
matrix(uip), since condition (i) of Proposition 4.5 is symmetric inε andε̃. By the
same argument, since theDi commute if and only ifϕε is flat (by Lemma 4.4), it
follows that theDi commute if and only if theD̃p commute.

Assume the first condition in (B). Then, as noted in Section 4.1, there is at most
one flat extension ofd. Assume in addition the second condition in (B). Then it
follows from Lemma 4.4 thatϕε is the unique flat extension. Hence, by Lemma
4.4, theD̃p commute if and only if condition (i) of Proposition 4.5 holds—that is,
if and only if condition (iii) of Proposition 4.5 holds.

Assume the condition in (C), and letϕdx be the extension determined by the
basisdxi. If there is a flat extensionϕ of d (i.e., if ϕd = 0), it follows that the
dxi belong to the kernel ofϕ. Hence, by the uniqueness in Lemma 4.4,ϕ = ϕdx.
Thusϕdx is flat and, again by Lemma 4.4, the∂/∂xi commute.

Conversely, if the∂/∂xi commute, then it follows thatϕdx is flat. Hence the
conditions (i) and (ii) in (C) are equivalent. The last assertion in (C) follows from
the equivalence of (i) and (ii) because, by Lemma 4.4, we have thatϕε is flat.

4.7. Definition. Letϕ be a flat extension ofd. Denote byJ nϕ theA-subalgebra
of the shuffle algebraJ nshuff generated by all powersων, whereων is the power
with respect to the original multiplication inJ n for allω inM that are in the kernel
of ϕ.

Note thatdf ∈ J nϕ , becauseϕ is a flat extension. Henceδ(f ) = f +df belongs
to J nϕ . Thus we may viewι andδ as maps of commutative algebras,

ι, δ : A→ J nϕ .

The elements ofJ nϕ will be calledsymmetricwith respect toϕ. If M is generated
as anA-module by elements of the formdf, then we observed in Section 4.1 that
there is at most one flat extension and hence at most one algebra of symmetric jets.
It follows from Corollary 4.6(C) that ifM has a basis of the formdx1, . . . , dxr
such that the corresponding derivations∂/∂xi commute, then there is a unique
subalgebra of symmetric jets, denotedJ nM,d,sym. Similarly, by Remark 4.3, when
the given derivation is the universal Kähler derivationd : A → �1

A/k, there is a
unique subalgebra of symmetric jets, denotedJ nA/k,sym.

4.8. Proposition. Assume thatM is free with a basisε1, . . . , εr such that the
corresponding derivationsDi commute. Then the subalgebra of jets that are sym-
metric with respect to the corresponding extensionϕε is equal to the subalgebra
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J nsym of jets, defined in Definition 2.6, that are symmetric with respect to the basis
ε1, . . . , εr . In particular, the subalgebra has as freeA-basis the set of all products,

ε(ν) := εν1
1 ∗ · · · ∗ ενrr (4.8.1)

for all multi-indicesν = (ν1, . . . , νr ) with |ν| ≤ n.
Proof. The products form anA-basis forJ nsym by Proposition 2.7, andJ nsym⊆ J nϕε
becauseεi is in the kernel ofϕε. As theDi commute, it follows from (2.2.1) that
δ(f ) belongs toJ nsym.

To show equality we must prove that, for anyω in the kernel ofϕε, the power
ων belongs toJ nsym. Write ω = ε1f1+ · · · + εrfr . ThenDi(fj ) = Dj(fi), since
ϕε(ω) = 0.

The proof is by induction onν. The assertion is obvious forν = 0. In the in-
ductive step we assume thatων−1 ∈ J nsym for all n. As observed in Note 3.4, we

have the partial derivations∂i : J nshuff→ J n−1
shuff and, by Corollary 2.8, it suffices to

prove that∂i(ων) ∈ J n−1
sym and that∂j ∂i(ων) = ∂i∂j(ω

ν). By (2.3.1), (2.3.2), and
(2.4.2), we have

∂i(ω
ν) = ων−1 · ∂i(ω) = ων−1 · δ(fi) = ων−1 ∗ δ(fi). (4.8.2)

Sinceδ(f )∈ J n−1
sym for anyf ∈A and sinceων−1∈ J n−1

sym by the induction hypoth-
esis, it follows that∂i(ων)∈ J n−1

sym . Moreover, since∂j is a derivation with respect
to the shuffle product and∂j(δ(f )) = δ(Djf ) by (2.3.3), it follows from (4.8.2)
that

∂j ∂i(ω
ν) = ∂j(ων−1 ∗ δ(fi)) = ων−2 ∗ δ(fj ) ∗ δ(fi)+ ων−1 ∗ δ(Djfi).

SinceDi(fj ) = Dj(fi) we have that∂j ∂i(ων) = ∂i∂j(ω
ν), and the proof is

complete.

4.9. Corollary. Under the conditions of Proposition 4.8, there is an exact
sequence

0−→ (M⊗An)Sn −→ J nsym−→ J n−1
sym −→ 0. (4.9.1)

Proof. Clearly, the restrictionJ nsym −→ J n−1
sym is surjective. It follows from the

exact sequence (1.9.1) that the kernel is the intersection ofM⊗An andJ nsym. Hence
Proposition 4.8 implies that the intersection is the freeA-module generated by all
productsε(ν), where|ν| = n. The intersection is thus the part ofM⊗An that is
invariant under the symmetric group Sn .

4.10. Note. The corollary applies in particular when it is possible to choose for
M a basis of formdx1, . . . , dxr such that the corresponding derivations∂/∂xi com-
mute. In this case there is a unique algebraJ nM,d,sym of symmetric jets.

Note also that the zero map may by taken as an extension ofd if either d = 0
(the trivial case) or

∧2
M = 0 (e.g., ifM is free and of rank 1). In the first case, we

have thatJ = TAM andJ n is the truncated tensor algebraJ n = TAM≤n; more-
over, ifM is free thenJ nsym is the subalgebra of symmetric tensors inTAM≤n. In
the second case, all jets are symmetric:J nsym= J n.
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4.11. Comparison with Principal Parts. Consider theA-A-linear map
A⊗ A→ ιJδ defined by

f ⊗ g 7→ f · δ(g) = f ∗ δ(g);
the equalityf · δ(g) = f ∗ δ(g) holds by (3.3.1). Forf ∈ A, let 1(f ) :=
1⊗ f − f ⊗1. Then

1(f ) 7→ δ(f )− f = df.
Now, with respect to the shuffle product,J nshuff is a commutative algebra. Hence
the mapf ⊗ g 7→ f ∗ δ(g) is a homomorphism of algebrasA⊗ A→ J nshuff that
vanishes on any product onn + 1 elements of the form1(f ). Therefore, it in-
duces a map of algebras from the algebra ofnth-order principal partsP n

A/k to the
algebraJ nM,d with the shuffle product

P n
A/k → J nshuff. (4.11.1)

Note that the power(1f )ν in P n
A/k is mapped to the shuffle power(df )∗ν =

ν!(df )ν. If ϕ is any flat extension ofd, thenδmaps into the corresponding algebra
J nϕ ; hence (4.11.1)maps intoJ nϕ . In particular, whend is the universal derivation
d = dA/k into the module of Kähler differentials�1

A/k,we obtain a canonical map
of algebras:

P n
A/k → J nA/k,sym. (4.11.2)

Assume thatM is a freeA-module of finite rank and thatA contains the field of ra-
tional numbers. Then the canonical homomorphism(M⊗An)Sn → Symn

A M is an
isomorphism. Assume thatM has a basis of the formdx1, . . . , dxr . Then(dxi)ν is
the image of(1/ν!)(1xi)ν. Therefore, since the(dxi)ν generate the algebraJ nsym
of symmetric jets by Proposition 2.7, it follows that the image of (4.11.1)contains
J nsym. Conversely, if the partial derivatives∂/∂xi commute, thenδ(f ) is symmet-
ric and it follows that (4.11.1)maps intoJ nsym; hence the image of (4.11.1) isequal
to J nsym.

Assume in particular that�1
A/k has a free basis of the formdx1, . . . , dxr . Then

the map (4.11.2) induces an isomorphismP n
A/k → J nA/k,sym. In fact, there is a com-

mutative diagram

Symn �1
A/k −−→ P n

A/k −−→ P n−1
A/k −−→ 0∥∥∥ y y

0 −−→ Symn �1
A/k −−→ J nA/k,sym −−→ J n−1

A/k,sym −−→ 0,

where the top row is the usual exact sequence of principal parts (cf. [Gr]) and the
bottom row is obtained from (2.7.2); the two vertical right maps are obtained from
(4.11.2). It follows by induction onn that the map (4.11.2) is an isomorphism in
this case. In particular, we obtain the well-known result that, over the rationals,A

is differentially smooth overk when�1
A/k is free.

Note that1xνi is mapped toν!(dxi)ν. In particular, in positive characteristicp,
the image vanishes whenν ≥ p. In positive characteristic, then, the map (4.11.2)
is in general neither injective nor surjective.
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